
28th Sunday Ordinary Time Homily 

 

 There’s a story, apocryphal I hope but probably 

not, of a young guy applying for the priesthood to 

Nottingham Diocese back in the 1950s. He waited a 

long time and then received his own letter back with 

two lines through it and the one word’ Rejected.’ 

 Jesus was much more careful about his recruiting. As we said last week, 

this passage is all about discipleship, and as he makes his way to Jerusalem he 

will happily welcome anyone to his band of followers.  Of course, prospects as 

a disciple did not look good, (no school careers advisor would have 

recommended following Jesus) and from an outsiders view all they would see 

was a band of vagrants. Living very much hand-to-mouth, dependent on 

providence. 

 So today the rich man comes bounding up, and he really is the right 

material for discipleship. He is a good man. He has studied and lived by the 

Law, and he has realised that it is not enough. ‘There must be more to it than 

this’ he is thinking. He has got the message that salvation is not about 

following a formula. So, he asks the question. Jesus clearly would love to have 

this man by his side. He is welcoming and the gospel makes it clear that Jesus 

is responding to the man’s goodness with love. (There are just a few moments 

in the gospels when they pick out certain people on whom Jesus gazes with 

love. Here: ‘he looked at his steadily and loved him.’) 

 But in a much gentler way than Nottingham Diocese, Jesus tests his 

resolve, his vocation. I think it was probably both Jesus’ words and his gaze 

that cut through into the man’s interior resolve in a way that, as the letter to the 

Hebrews said, ‘cut like any double-edged sword but more finely.’  As one of 

the most famous the psalms says: ‘you searched me, Lord, and you know me.’  

 This is not Jesus being cruel, but trying to show him where the next step 

on the road to discipleship would be. And of course he only had to look at 

Jesus’ ragtag band to see what it might be.  But I like to think that he may have 

reflected and followed Jesus later. 

 But as in earlier gospels, the question is, ‘Where do you find your 

security, your treasure?’  ‘What is the life of a disciple like?’  ‘Where does the 

disciple find his or her strength?’  And this is not on any outward, earthly items 

that you can possess and hold onto. It is what you have within, your interior 

spiritual life. 



 This weekend is about prisoners. Some of the most famous prisoners 

have discovered that being wall-in, enclosed and badly treated, is not in fact a 

bar to spiritual freedom, in fact it can deepen your knowledge of it. It is a time 

when you are stripped of everything, just as Jesus was in his passion. St 

Maximilion Kolbe, when in the concentration camp said: ‘Beyond armies of 

occupation and the endless deaths in the camps, there are two irreconcilable 

enemies in the depth of every soul, good and evil, sin and love, and we are only 

defeated when we allow our innermost personal selves to be overcome.’  It is 

that innermost self that Jesus is trying to help the rich man find. 

 This is the Wisdom, the riches, that the first reading is talking about. 

Regardless of where you may be, imprisoned or physically free, with this 

wisdom ‘all good things came to me, at her hands riches not to be numbered.’ 

 The same is true of Nelson Mandela. Knowledge, wisdom of the human 

spirit, flowed from him while spending 27 years on an island in a tiny cell: 

‘No-one is born hating another person because of the colour of his skin, or his 

background, or his religion.  People must learn to hate, and if they can learn to 

hate, they can be taught to love, for love comes more naturally to the human 

heart than its opposite.’ 

 These are the words of a disciple who has learnt.  Who even surrounded 

by hate, has found a way to love. 

 The gospel is always throwing us challenges as we saw last week.  And 

there can be times when we just look at what is being asked and think, ‘Well, I 

am never going to make that level of wisdom.’  But what is wonderful about 

Jesus is that he has a sense of humour about us.  The disciples very seriously 

ask him what he can mean.  This is too tough. 

 But Jesus replies with a ridiculous picture, of trying to get a camel 

through an eye of a needle. That is obviously impossible. Then he simply calls 

them his children. With their hope dwindling away he simply says: ‘Yes it is a 

big call if you try this all on your own, but with God, nothing is impossible.  

That is the heart of discipleship.  For all the mess that our lives can be Jesus 

still loves us, has a sense of humour about some of our worries, and never 

leaves our side if we want to walk with him.  So, as I said, I think the rich man 

will make it, and if we want so will we.  After all we are always people of 

hope.  And we know that we don’t have to be perfect to be disciples, we just 

need to want to follow him. 

  


